
town, that the former curator of the Lou-
vre had a long-time gay lover. “Ah ha!”
Houghteling thought. “This is why I
couldn’t find anything! History has kept
her closeted…for 60 years.” 

Houghteling also spent hours combing
through the archives at the Center for
Contemporary Jewish Documentation in
Paris. She tried to get a sense of what it
must have been like for French Jews to re-
turn to the capital city and search train
records for the names of friends and fam-
ily members who weren’t able to escape
the German round-ups. “Ultimately,
[this] is a work of fiction,” she says. “But I
think, in writing about the Holocaust,
you have a responsibility to be as truthful
to the details of the war as possible.” 

Such exhaustive research impressed an
editor at one publishing house so much
that she asked if Houghteling would be
willing to rewrite the book as nonfiction.
Houghteling declined. People’s psycho-
logical motivations, unavailable to histori-
ans, are what she says she really wants to
explore. “We’ll never know what anyone
else’s inner life is like,” she contends.
“Fiction lets us imagine the answers.”

�paul gleason

The massive rural-to-urban
labor migration that has been
transforming China since the
late 1980s—an estimated 130

million people—is unprecedented in that
nation’s history. Unprompted by direct
ecological or political factors such as
famine, war, or the forced relocation of
population groups under draconian state
policy, migration in post-Mao China is
more likely to be instead the result of
structural forces (economic need and
consequences of agricultural reform) that
are beyond the control of individual farm-
ers. Motivated by the search for opportu-
nities to improve their own lives, rural
people have taken the initiative, making
decisions to shape their own destinies—
and fostering unforeseen entrepreneurial
individualism in the process. Above all,
restless young village women have as-

sumed a major role in the current popula-
tion shift, establishing a brand-new iden-
tity as dagongmei (literal-
ly, “working sisters”) in
the booming industrial
cities in China’s coastal
areas, contributing to
what sociologists call
the “feminization of the
global workforce.” 

In Factory Girls: From Village to City in a
Changing China, Leslie T. Chang ’91, who
spent a decade in China as a correspon-
dent for the Wall Street Journal, delivers a
vivid portrayal both of the dynamics of
this internal migration and of women mi-
grants as active players in globalization
and local social and economic change.
More often than not, factory girls have
been depicted as defenseless victims of
ruthless exploitation who must work in
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crafts a massive narrative of the battle for

racial equality outside the Confederacy.

Victor Fleming: An American Movie
Master, by Michael Sragow ’73 (Pan-

theon, $40). The Baltimore Sun film critic

has crafted an enormous, illustrated biog-

raphy of the director who “salvag[ed] The

Wizard of Oz for MGM and Gone With the
Wind for the producer David O. Selz-

nick”—all in one year.

The Zoning of America: Euclid v. Am-
bler, by Michael A. Wolf, Ph.D. ’91 (Uni-

versity Press of Kansas, $35, $16.95

paper). Zoning to regulate land use dates

only to 1922.Wolf, a pro-

fessor at the University

of Florida Levin College

of Law, tells the tale in

lively fashion: not many

books about law begin,

“James Metzenbaum was

desperate.”

The Patron’s Payof f:
Conspicuous Commis-
sions in Italian Renais-
sance Art, by Jonathan K.

Nelson and Richard J.

Zeckhauser, Ramsey pro-

fessor of political econ-

omy (Princeton, $39.50). An analysis from

economics (applying the concepts of sig-

naling, signposting, and stretching) of the

patron-artist interplay in the commission-

ing and creation of glorious works of

art—and of wealth.

On Competition, by Michael E. Porter,

Lawrence University Professor (Harvard

Business Press, $39.95). An updated, ex-

panded collection of the strategy guru’s

essays. Porter’s principles are briskly out-

lined and then applied to problems rang-

ing from healthcare to philanthropy to

the revitalization of inner-city economies.

Moral Dimensions: Permissibility, Mean-
ing, Blame, by T. M. Scanlon, Alford pro-

fessor of natural religion, moral philoso-

phy, and civil polity (Harvard, $29.95).

Proceeding from troubling issues sur-

rounding the “doctrine of double effect,”

Scanlon probes “a number of particular

moral claims, including claims about which

actions are permissible, about when intent

matters to permissibility, and about vari-

ous forms of moral responsibility.”

“Working Sisters”
The everyday lives of migrant women in China’s world factories 
by PAN TIANSHU

Real barbecuing, the old-
fashioned way, at Braswell
Plantation, 1944O
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Leslie T. Chang ’91,
Factory Girls: From
Village to City in a
Changing China
(Spiegel & Grau,
$26)
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unsafe and unhealthy conditions, at low
pay, with little job security, while endur-
ing discrimination from urban residents
and authorities—as nothing more, in fact,
than cogs in a “world factory” machine
that manufactures Barbie dolls, Nike
shoes, Coach bags, computer microchips,
and other material goods for Western
customers. Now Chang sheds new light
on the nature of everyday life for these

workers. Dissatisfied with what she had
read about them, she conducted three
years of field research within the fluid
community of migrant women in the city
of Dongguan, a massive manufacturing
and industrial center southeast of
Guangzhou.

Chang focuses on Min and Chunming,
two factory girls whose personal narra-
tives form the core of her book. The
strong rapport she developed with them
allowed her access to their diaries, letters,
cell phone text-messages, and even online
chat-room exchanges. By truthfully
recording their individual voices, as well
as those of their friends and colleagues,
Chang was able to penetrate the social
universe of migrant women, which in-
cluded their immediate surroundings and
circle of friends: from assembly-line
workshops to dormitories, self-help
courses (such as “White-Collar” classes)
taught at evening schools they attended,
restaurants and cafés, speed-dating clubs,

and back to the village communities
where they grew up.

Her relentless attempt to represent the
factory girls’ points of view has given her
remarkable insight into the intimate and
minute details of their daily lives, as
when she writes: “[T]he migrant women
I knew never complained about the un-
fairness of being a woman. Parents might
favor sons over daughters, bosses prefer

pretty secretaries, and job ads discrimi-
nate openly, but they took all of these in-
justices in stride—over three years in
Dongguan, I never heard a single person
express anything like a feminist senti-
ment.” Such candor is absent in much of
the academic discourse on gender in-
equality and the feminization of the
workforce in China and other parts of
the developing world.

Instead of resorting to feminist
rhetoric, Chang demonstrates a high level
of ethnographic skill (rare among journal-
ists) in recounting the personal details of
private life that migrant women shared
with her. The tone of the book reflects the
author’s growing appreciation for the re-
silience and strength of these factory girls

who have managed to overcome the
di∞culties of adapting to the anonymity
and rapid pace of city life. Chang does not
lose sight of their dilemmas about dating
and finding marriageable partners, the
“bitterness” they have had to “eat” in the
process of asserting new identities, and
the moral and ethical challenges they
have confronted about engaging in such
business practices as pyramid sales of
health products. 

The factory girls usually earned and
saved more than their brothers, and thus
sent more remittances home to their par-
ents as properly filial daughters. Despite
the significant improvement in their eco-
nomic status, they took pains to renegoti-
ate relationships with their parents and
relatives back home who were reluctant
to give up traditional world-views and
lifestyles. Yet the factory girls often found
that the words of wisdom inculcated as

they grew up could
not help them make
sense of the harsh

conditions they faced in their new urban
circumstances. Chang’s examples are
often blunt and powerful: after pointing
out that mobile phones have become the
primary means of interpersonal commu-
nication for migrant workers (a major
reason why China has the world’s largest
mobile market), she shows how the loss
of a cell phone can e≠ectively sever its

owner’s link to the city in which she
worked and the network of social rela-
tionships she had established.

The book’s organization enables the
reader to journey with the author from
the migrants’ rural communities to
China’s rapidly growing coastal cities. In
the opening chapter, Chang explains that
country people, especially the young, ex-
perience the desire to “go out” (chuqu) not
simply because of the availability of city
jobs and expectations about the quality
of urban life, but also because there is
nothing to do at home. Chang also de-
votes chapters to Dongguan itself, a city
of contradictions and a “place without
memory,” and to the inner workings of
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“Over three years in Dongguan, I never 
heard a single person express anything like a
feminist sentiment.”

P h o t o g r a p h s  b y  G r e g  G i r a r d

Manufacturing toys,
Shenzhen
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Yue Yuen, a mammoth Taiwanese-owned
factory in that sprawling city that is the
world’s biggest manufacturer of footwear
for brand names such as Nike, Adidas,
and Reebok.

The way Yue Yuen is run and managed
bears a resemblance not only to the leg-
endary assembly-line mode of produc-
tion pioneered by the Ford Motor Com-
pany, but also to a state-owned, socialist
enterprise. For young migrants, Yue Yuen
o≠ers both stability and opportunities
for upward mobility. Chang found that
almost all the managers in this factory of
70,000 people, “from supervisors of single
lines to the heads of
whole factories, are
r ural immigrants
who started out on
the assembly line.”
Its employees could expect to receive
basic services and benefits based on a 13-
grade hierarchical managerial system.
This chapter is an eye-opening experi-
ence, especially for those who believe
that anything made in China is produced
in sweatshops that ignore fair-labor stan-
dards and violate human rights. 

But most of the book focuses on the
factory girls themselves. Making inge-
nious use of quotes from Chunming’s
diary, Chang documents the struggles
the young woman went through upon
entering the unfamiliar if not hostile
world of corporate capitalism, and the
steps in her decision to embrace an in-
digenous version of Max Weber’s Protes-
tant ethic (e.g., “Benjamin Franklin’s
Thirteen Rules of Morality” and Mary
Kay’s Nine Leadership Keys to Success)
in order to make it in the workplace. In
tracing Min’s progress as she is promoted
from assembly-line jobs to positions in
the human-resources department, Chang
seems to remind us that migrant women
do not exist in a world of dead-end jobs:

upward mobility is in fact an attainable
dream. 

In several chapters, Chang surprises
the reader with stories of her own ex-
tended family’s immigrant experiences, as
if to juxtapose multiple and diverse
voices, locations, and situations. Chang
feels that she has a strong link to the fac-
tory girls because she herself left home
after graduating from college and “lived
abroad for fifteen years, going home to see
my family once every couple of years, like
the migrants did.” The average reader may
find it di∞cult to appreciate her e≠ort to
draw parallels between historical memo-
ries and recent events as she recounts the
story of her grandfather, one of China’s
first professional mining engineers, who
was trained in the United States in the
early 1920s. These digressions are rela-
tively minor, but sometimes disrupt the
main flow of the book. (On the other
hand, the fascinating details of Chang’s

family history could be the basis for a
di≠erent project, with the potential to be-
come a bestseller such as Jung Chang’s
Wild Swans or Nien Cheng’s Life and Death in
Shanghai.) 

The great contribution of Leslie
Chang’s book lies in its attempt to con-
textualize and broaden our understand-
ing of how women migrants are reshap-
ing relations and contemporary morality
in rural and urban China. Researchers and
students interested in “things Chinese”
will find this book a wonderful resource
and a most engaging read in which we
hear the unfiltered voices of migrant
women, who are too often either absent
or underrepresented in scholarly works
on gender and labor.

Pan Tianshu, Ph.D. ’02, is an associate professor of
cultural anthropolog y at Fudan University’s
School of Social Development and Public Policy,
in Shanghai. 
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Pat Donovan hopes that some-

one can provide her with the

original source of the phrase

“…and she wiped the ambas-

sador’s nose”; the reference is

to an infant envisioned by his

doting mother as a distinguished diplo-

mat one day.

Dorothy Richardson requests an iden-

tification of the poetic fragment with

which William Dunlap closes his History
of the American Theatre (1832): “Time

rushes o’er us; thick as evening clouds/

Ages roll back; what calls them from

their shrouds?/ What in full vision brings

their good and great,—/ The

men whose virtues make the

nation’s fate; / The far, forgotten

stars of human kind?/ The STAGE

—the MIGHTY TELESCOPE

OF MIND!”

Send inquiries and answers to “Chapter

and Verse,” Harvard Magazine, 7 Ware

Street, Cambridge 02138, or via e-mail

to chapterandverse@harvardmag.com.

C h a p t e r &  V e r s e
Correspondence on not-so-famous lost words

Factory girls in
their dormitory,
Guangdong
Province
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